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In two months 22-year-old Carl
Christofferson should be completely moved
into his newly-built Missoula home west of
town. 
He’ll have dished out the $10,000 down
payment, accepted his obligation to spend
nearly $1,000 a month for mortgage, tax and
insurance payments. Then he’ll gleefully
enter the world of home ownership just in
time for his junior year at the University of
Montana to end.
His house will be built in a subdivision
skirting the city limits. All around him will
be more than 700 homes of similar size and
shape on similar lots with similar owners
paying similar payments. 
He couldn’t be happier.
“I get out of my mom’s house,”
Christofferson said. “Even though I get food
there as well as the care and comfort of my
family. Not to mention, in a few years I can
upgrade to a bigger, better house because I’ll
have equity in mine and I’ll be able to sell it
(for a profit).” 
Four years ago John and Carolyn Diddel’s
company, Pleasant View Homes, started
building and selling houses north of Reserve
Street on acres once belonging to the
Dougherty farm. Their Pleasant View subdi-
vision has about 160 homes built and occu-
pied, with another 71 homes paid for and on
the way.
Christofferson waited nearly two years to
have his home be a part of the third phase of
the development. Due to the strong demand
for houses in his — less than $150,000 —
price range, he missed his chance on a house
in phase two by one day.
“I had the earnest money in my pocket and
the day before I went into lock in on the
house they sold it,” Christofferson said.  
Carolyn Diddel and Pleasant View’s in-
house realtor Jon Simons said by the time
the project is completed the subdivision will
have an additional 500 homes and will span
from the Flynn Ranch boundaries north to
the KOA El-Mar Kampground.
For Christofferson, the decision to move
out of town to a denser subdivision instead
of looking for an older home in town was an
easy one. 
“The cost is a lot higher in town,” he said.
“You’d have to put in new carpet, new paint
— just do a lot more (to an older house) to
make it look nice. I’d rather just buy a
brand-new house.”
As co-owner of a successful lawn-irriga-
tion business, the business major has figured
out a way to afford a home of his own.
“I’ve been working a lot,” he said. “I’ve
always put money away from work.”      
Christofferson said with his strong work
ethic and the rent-free support of his parents,
he has been able to earn and save the money
required to own a home. And he’s ready to
live on his own.
“I do soak off of my parents some,” he
said. “I eat their food. I think I’ll be OK,
though. I can cook Hot Pockets, Eggo waf-
fles, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. I
can cook it all.”
Buying a home at a young age seems to
run in the family. Christofferson’s older
brother purchased his first home in the
Bitterroot valley before his 21st birthday. His
parents moved into their current home in
Missoula as soon as they were married 26
years ago, when his dad was 19 and his mom
17.  
He said it’s those examples that influenced
him the most.   
Jesse Ziegler
Montana Kaimin
There is currently no functioning Library
and Archives Committee at the University of
Montana due to an ongoing debate between
the Faculty Senate and the Mansfield
Library’s faculty over defining the commit-
tee’s purpose.
The Faculty Senate worked on a proposal
over the summer to replace the Library and
Archives Committee, which has not convened
this year, with the Faculty Library
Committee. However, the library’s two facul-
ty senators, Sebastian Derry and Susan
Mueller, said library faculty were not includ-
ed in the rewriting process from the begin-
ning and want the process to start anew to
include them.
“We work at the library, and I believe we
should be a part of any process like this that
involves the library from the start,” Mueller
said.
While the Faculty Senate and the library
faculty have tried to reach an agreement, the
motion has been pushed back twice and was
tabled in December, which is still its status. 
Celia Winkler, the head of the Library
Subcommittee in the Faculty Senate, said the
new committee would have a more detailed
charge that would clear up confusion as to
whom the committee should report and would
strengthen the committee’s role in various
other ways.
Winkler, who is also vice chairwoman of
the Faculty Senate, said she had no idea the
process would drag out this long when she
started heading the subcommittee assigned to
draft the resolution.
“I didn’t anticipate it being this hard of a
thing,” Winkler said. “It’s been a total sur-
prise. We didn’t think it was going to be this
controversial.”
Winkler said she didn’t become involved in
serious talks about rewriting the committee’s
charge until the end of the last school year,
when Karen Hill appointed her head of the
subcommittee. 
However, Hayden Ausland, the former
chairman of the Library and Archives
Committee, said there was talk of revising the
committee’s charge in 2000. Melissa Nicoud,
the chairwoman of the Library and Archives
Committee in 2000, wrote an e-mail suggest-
ing the need for a revised charge. 
In the e-mail, Nicoud cited various organi-
zational problems, including a lack of student
Myers Reece
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If he’s elected to the Montana
House of Representatives, it’s like-
ly University of Montana student
Kevin Furey will have to make a
lot of hard decisions.
Furey, who is running for House
District 91 as a Democrat, made
the decision to run in the 2004 race
after he returned from Iraq this fall.
It was overseas that Furey experi-
enced firsthand how government
policy affects the lives of everyday
people, including himself.
In Iraq, life-affecting choices
were everywhere. Furey was told
not to feed the Iraqi children lining
the roads his transportation battal-
ion drove past. His superior offi-
cers told him there was another unit
designated to provide aid for the
children.
But Furey says the image of the
impoverished, starving children is
one he’ll carry with him for the rest
of his life.
“I valued life immensely before I
went over there,” he said. “But
afterward, seeing those kids, it just
reinforced that.”
Not giving leftovers from his
military-issued meals to the beg-
ging children was a choice Furey
just couldn’t make.  
“Yeah, we gave it to
them anyway,” he admits.
Affecting governmen-
tal policy was a goal that
began to seem more
pressing for Furey, a 21-
year-old political science
and environmental stud-
ies major. He was over-
seas from April to
November and was
allowed to return only
because of his ROTC scholarship at
UM. He was a transportation con-
trol specialist in Iraq, trained to
enter U.S. military vehicle informa-
tion into a complex computer data
entry system. 
For Furey, becoming a
lawmaker feels like the
right decision to make,
especially right now. He
said he sees the signifi-
cance of the
Legislature’s actions in
young people lives and
wants to take part in
shaping that relation-
ship.
“This is my life and
my responsibility,” Furey said.
“I’m the one who’s going to live
with these decisions.”
Most importantly, actions the
Legislature takes have repercus-
sions for the job market and educa-
tion, both important issues for
Furey.
“We have to educate young peo-
ple because they are going to be
our future,” he said. “If we don’t
invest in them, we won’t have any-
thing left.”
Furey said he thinks legislators
should focus more on helping
Montana’s extraction industries
become more environmentally
friendly.
“We need to focus on what we
need to change our economy into
and what it should become,” he
said. “We need to stop looking
Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin
Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin
“If you rent, you’re not getting your money back. With a house, it appreciates,” said junior Carl Christofferson. The business major just
bought his first home in the new Pleasant View subdivision across from Hellgate Elementary, which will be completed in early April.
Student bucks trend, bags first house 
UM Democrat, soldier eyes legislative seat
See LEGISLATOR, Page 12
See COMMITTEE, Page 12See HOUSING, Page 12
Debate stalls
idle library
committee 
Kevin Furey
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Every week the editorial staff of the Kaimin gives a cut-to-the-chase
summary of some of the week’s news events, and our opinion on them.
Groundhog Day: Suspicious, arched brow
A rodent in Pennsylvania popped out of his snug little hole on
Monday morning and decided the fate of weather for the next six
weeks — for the entire country. Wait a second. What does this
groundhog know about Montana? Why are we, seven states away,
basing whether we are going to put our skis in storage on the actions
of a rodent? Ridiculous, yes, but the idea of six more weeks of snow
like we’ve been having is too good to pass. Preach on, Punxsutawney
Phil!
The great boob incident: A tasteful stare
Ohh, you silly celebrities. What will they think of next? Countless
viewers must have wished they had TiVo at their disposal during
theSuper Bowl XXXVIII halftime show, and the other half must have
wished they wouldn’t have tuned in during family dinner time. First it
was Britney and Madonna stealing the show during the MTV Music
Video Awards, now, not to be shown up, it’s superstars Justin T. and
Janet J. Lets not ponder about the future. Who knows what other
pieces of clothing could be ripped off?
UM student running for the Legislature: Yah!
Any help cash-strapped and stressed-out students can get up in
Helena is worth cheering for. So far many legislators have been
unsympathetic to those who are supposed to be the future of their
state. UM’s lobbying efforts haven’t produced much of an effect, even
after students testified about how much debt they would have when
they graduated. So it seems like electing more students to the
Legislature is our only hope. We have high expectations for Mr. Furey
and if we were in his district we’d definitely vote for him.
Bodega escapes with one violation: Beleaguered nod
Lord knows what it will take to see the Bodega ranked as anything
but the No. 1 fake ID hothouse, but it will take more than a narrow
escape from full-on condemnation. We will cherish it, perhaps, with a
little less than fondness in our hearts. But we will cherish it nonethe-
less. 
Foresters’ Ball is back: Yippee!!
Yeah, the tickets are too expensive. But it’s worth it for an excuse
to dress like cowboys and dance around on wood chips. The Forestry
Club outdoes itself every year by transforming the Schreiber Gym into
an old-fashioned logging town with a chapel where kids can get mar-
ried as many times as they want, and convenient nooks called “pas-
sion pits” for afterward. 
Marshall Mountain bares its slopes: Sympathy-driven thumbs-up
We feel kind of bad for poor Marshall Mountain. Sitting there all
lonely and depressed. While once there were legions of tiny school-
children bumbling about on its slopes, now only a wayward deer and
an intrepid snowboarder cut tracks. Why won’t somebody just buy
this place? Please. We like night skiing.
The Peanut Gallery is written 
by the editorial staff of the Kaimin
Peanut Gallery
The
Losing a friend
In all my years, I’d attended a few funerals,
seen community members pass away and watched
my family grow old. But I’ve never had anyone
close to me die. Certainly nobody my age.
The first feelings I had when I found out our
fellow staffer Katie Aschim had died were confu-
sion and shock. Mostly, I didn’t know how I was
supposed to feel or how to react.
This was true for many of us at the paper.
Katie was a dear friend — some considered her to
be like a younger sister — but we felt shock more
than sadness. We went back to
work, but we kept her in our
thoughts.
Surely many people think to
themselves at some point, “If I
died, who would come to my
funeral? Who would remember
me? What would people do?” 
So I offered what I could to
Katie after her death. I went to
her funeral, said what feeble
words I could, and joined her
other friends as they said good-
bye.
In the end it didn’t feel like enough. Maybe
that’s because one of the hardest parts about los-
ing someone is realizing you aren’t able to con-
tinue growing and learning with them. I think we
all feel sad about that.
In journalism, we see death all the time. We’ve
written stories about students dying many times.
But now that we know how hard it is, we’ll all be
able to understand — at least in a small way —
that pain.
Traffic safety hall monitor
Anyone who drives to school over the
Madison Street Bridge at 8 a.m. knows how long
the left-lane line of cars is. It starts near the Van
Buren exit of the freeway and goes all the way to
the Sixth Street light. And every morning, that
left lane trudges through 10 minutes of waiting,
patiently moving forward until traffic clears up. 
Except for the lawless. There are some —
many, actually — who feel that normal traffic
laws do not apply to them. So they move forward
in the right lane and cut across at the intersection
of Fifth Street and Arthur to move in to the light.
Bullshit. Total bullshit. 
For those unfamiliar, the right lane is a right-
turn-only lane. This means that a car in the right
lane is legally prohibited from getting to the
University on Arthur Street. But people do it any-
way. There are three signs to remind drivers that
it’s illegal. It’s like cutting in front of a long line,
except now it’s blatantly illegal.
On my way from the left lane of Madison into
the right lane of Arthur, which I’m legally
allowed to do, some crazy, insane woman driver
nearly totalled my car because she was breaking
the law and moving into my lane. I freaked out
and for the first time ever called Public Safety to
voice my concerns. Basically I snitched.
So Ken Willett, Director of Public Safety said,
“I’ll tell my morning shifts to patrol the area
harder and I’ll let the city know
as well.” Hallelujah. This is
UM’s police working for ME.
The test will come Monday
morning when I’m crawling
along at a snail’s pace to the
University. If I see a prowler sit-
ting at the intersection, busting
up the cheaters, I’ll be happy. If
not, I’ve got a big, old car and I
want a new one, and I’d love for
someone to be forced to replace it
after they break mine. Watch it.
The beginning of the end
No surprise here that a senior columnist at a
college newspaper is going to say, “Gee, where
did all the time go?”
But the old cliche is true: When I went to class
on that January Monday, I realized this was my
last first day of class. Ever. 
This semester is going to be full of lasts. The
last Foresters’ Ball. The last spring break. The
last finals week. The last time I get to be a no-
holds-barred kid. Soon it will be time to grow up
into the real working world. Can’t say I’m all that
afraid of it either. It’s actually about time.
School’s been great. Sure I’ll miss it. But hon-
estly, school is a money-losing venture for me. I
spend money every day at this school and make
none. This is getting hard on the college loan
fund, and I don’t like being in debt. So it’s time
to get out.
Until then, it’s time to enjoy this last semester.
In fact, all seniors should band together and real-
ly give UM something to remember. 
Chris Rodkey
Squirrel Talk
Learning how and when to say goodbye
In the end it 
didn’t feel like enough.
Maybe that’s because
one of the hardest parts
about losing someone is
realizing you aren’t able
to continue growing and
learning with them. 
Writer asked wrong question
As if to make up for a semes-
ter of content-free Tom Figarelle
articles, the Kaimin has pub-
lished successive, significantly
more informed, conservative
columns.  A response to the sec-
ond:
Brian Areford, writing all the
way down in West Virginia,
wrote a column (Feb. 4th, “Guest
Column”) to quell the panic
caused by David Kay’s admis-
sions of “intelligence failure”,
unimportant though they may be.
Perhaps Brian was so swept up
by the hoopla that he forgot the
Defense Policy Board’s own
Richard Perle admitted recently
that the war was illegal under
international law.  Had he seen
it, I doubt he would be so quick
to toss around the “Resolution
1441” rationalization for war —
a lie so damnable that even the
neoconservative wing of the 
neoconservatives is laughing at
it.  
West Virginia Brian is so
wrapped up in the “did Bush lie”
debate that he defines “lying” for
us.  This is unnecessary, because
surely if Bush lied it was by mis-
take.  This is not to overestimate
Bush’s rather questionable intel-
ligence (apparently in both sens-
es of the word) but to give rea-
sonable credit to this administra-
tion’s own brand of political
propaganda, which is most effec-
tively measured by its effects.
That said, the proof is in the pud-
ding: just look at the relevant
poll results from before the
drumbeat to war began and com-
pare it with the March 2003 poll
results, for instance.  CNN and
Washington Times polls tell the
story of a populace deceived into
believing that Saddam worked
with Al Qaeda, had WMD, and
was even behind Sept.11th!
Surely the better question is
“why did so many people regard
Saddam as a threat, literally
alongside Al Qaeda?”  The
telling but almost trivially obvi-
ous answer is “because of things
the administration said.”  
Matt Stephenson
sophomore, philosophy
Letters 
to the editor
The Kaimin accepts
letters to the editor
and guest columns.
Letters should be 300
words or less, and
columns should be
about 700 words. Please
e-mail both to
letters@kaimin.org, or
drop them off in
Journalism 107.
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Weatheror not
Accuracy Watch
Calendar of Events
High:
Low: 23 Chance of snow
Kaimin Weather - “Action-Team-Storm Weather 5000”
Why is it at the end of week two of school we’re already sickof classes? Not a good deal. Maybe it’s the fact that theweather is boring. Any good luck coming down the pipe
for changes? No. It looks boring. Maybe some snow this weekend.
But who knows. We’re just going to play it by ear. Seriously, we’re
lazy today. Lay off.
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a 
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page. 
Today, Feb. 6
Art Exhibit
Social Sciences Building — 
11:00 a.m. — 4:00 p.m. (Mon.-Fri.) through
Feb. 20
Exhibit - “MATRIX Press: Selections from the UM
Department of Art Print Collection” and “Vickie
Meguire: Essence of Pattern.” You there in the forestry
building — the essence of pattern is
not plaid.
Weekly movies
UC Theater — 
8 and 10 p.m.
Movie — “Tupac Resurrection,”
8 p.m. and “Scary Movie 3,” 10
p.m. 
Meet Scary Movie who’s lived 
most everywhere,
from Zanzibar to Barclay Square.
But Tupac Resurrection’s only seen the sites,
a girl can see from Brooklyn Heights — What a
crazy pair!
But they’re movies.
Identical movies all the way.
One pair of matching bookends,
different as night and day!
Open Forum
College of Arts and Sciences —
2:10 — 3:10 p.m.
Open forum — Ralph Erber, dean candidate. Note:
nobody thinks it’s funny when you show up to a forum
in a toga. But wearing a giant diaper and smoking a
cigar kills them.
Saturday, Feb. 7
B-Ball
Adams Center — 7:35 p.m.
Basketball — Grizzlies vs. Eastern Washington.
Pass the rock, yo. (Ed — do not pass the rock. Calendar
boy cannot catch.)
Monday, Feb. 9
Chinese Education Lecture
Mansfield Center — 
noon — 1 p.m.
Lecture — Mansfield Center Asia
Lunch Series: “Education in China.”
Free, beverages provided. Bring a lunch
or you’ll be getting the education Mr. I-
Can’t-Follow-Instuctions.
Another Open Forum
Continuing Education 203 — 
2:10 — 3:10 p.m.
Hello human. This is, in fact, an android from three
days in the future. I do suggest going to this forum. It
was fantastic. Oh, and I see you are wearing the same
clothing you had on three days from now. 
Tuesday, Feb. 10
Play - “A Streetcar Named Desire”
Montana Repertory Theatre — 7:30 p.m.
(Feb. 10-14) (Feb. 17-21)
TUESDAY TUESDAY TUESDAY:  It’s the
Kowalskies versus Blanch “Crazy-legs” Dubois versus
Harold “Broken Heart” Mitchell in a triple-team no-
holds-barred RUMBLE. IN. THE. JUNGLE.
Kaiminebruary
37
Incorrect major
The major of Jesse Pasichnyk is actually computer science, not
computer and information systems as reported in a Thursday
Montana Kaimin article.
Items for the Calendar of Events may be submitted to editor@kaimin.org. 
We do not guarantee the publication of all submitted items.
Saturday, 
February  7th
For More In format ion Vis i t
www.montanaweddings .com
10:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.Fashion Shows
1:00pm & 6:00pm
in
JCPenney Court
Do you wanna work for the Kaimin and eat junk
food late into the night? 
Then apply to be a copy editor or a designer!!!
W e   N E E D y o u .
pick up applications in Journalism 205
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The University of Montana and the 
Associated Students of the University of Montana Present
Two Forums (same content for both) on 
Proposed Budget Initiatives 
for the FY-06 and FY-07 Biennium
#1:  An All-campus Forum:
Weds. Feb 11th 2:00-3:00 PM UC Theatre
#2 A Community-Wide Forum:
Weds. Feb. 18th 7:00-8:00 PM
Gallagher Business Building, Room 122
Please come to hear about and participate in a discussion of the budget proposals the
University will bring to the Board of Regents.  Your thougts and suggestions are very welcome.
For more information, please contact Paula Strong at 243-4662
An American Classic by TENNESSEE WILLIAMS
MONTANA THEATRE
FEBRUARY 11-14, 17-18, 20-21
EVENINGS: 7:30 p.m. /  MATINEE: 2:00 p.m. / Saturday, February 21
TALKBACK: after February 2O performance 
BENEFIT DINNER & PERFORMANCE: 6:00 p.m. / Thursday, February 19
For Benefit Dinner information and reservations, call: 243-6809
www.montanarep.org
PAR/TV BOX OFFICE: 243-4581  /  UC BOX OFFICE: 243-4636
Professional Theatre in Residence, School of Fine Arts, Department of Drama/Dance
MONTANA REPERTORY THEATRE
P R E S E N T S
Mike Cohea/Montana Kaimin
J. Morgan Kousser speaks in the North Underground Lecture Hall Thursday as part of the 2004 Martin Luther
King, Jr. celebration. Kousser is a Professor of History and Social Science at the California Institute of
Technology.
Segregation is something that
has always been on J. Morgan
Kousser’s mind.
Kousser grew up in Tennessee
just around the time when deseg-
regation was being enacted. But
the civil rights expert says segre-
gation is still happening today.
Kousser spoke at the University
of Montana Thursday night, in
honor of Martin Luther King Jr.
Day. He got started in politics at
age 16 when he walked into a
U.S. Senate campaign in
Tennessee to get a bumper sticker
supporting a candidate that was
pro civil rights. But Kousser’s
visit didn’t stop with the bumper
sticker — he ended up stuffing
envelopes all summer.  Since
then, he has been an activist for
civil rights.  
“That’s what was happening in
Tennessee when I was growing
up,” Kousser said. “Segregation
was breaking down in schools and
public accommodations and more
blacks were becoming active in
politics.”
Later, during a question and
answer period, he said people
should be aware that many
minorities are still not being treat-
ed equally.
The United States has stopped
worrying about desegregation in
schools, Kousser said. He said
people think minorities should get
equal schooling, but that they
should get it in their own commu-
nities, where resources aren’t as
readily available.
“We’ve taken the easy symbolic
cultural action of getting rid of
segregation, but have been unable
or unwilling to take the harder
action of facing the inequality of
resources.”
Furthermore, Kousser said
many states, like California, have
stopped implementing affirmative
action, a policy that is supposed
to ensure equal opportunity for
minorities in education and
employment. 
“Arnold Schwarzenegger has
eliminated all outreach attempts
to try to get more minority stu-
dents qualified and interested in
taking all the right high school
courses to be able to get into the
University of California,” Kousser
said.  
Kousser said the university he
works at has no black students in
its incoming freshman class,
something he sees as a problem.
Kousser said he’s talked to the
university’s president, but nothing
is being done to get minorities in
California ready for college.
Kousser said making segregation
illegal was the easy part, but more
must be done. 
“We have symbolically gotten
rid of segregation,” Kousser said.
“As it turns out it was pretty easy
to get rid of segregation — legal
segregation.”
He went on to say, “Segregation
crumbled in an instant after the
passing of the law. But schools in
the north and west are now as
segregated as they were in 1954.
And schools for lower-class kids,
particularly kids of color, are
about as inferior as they were at
that time, and we’re doing noth-
ing to overcome it.” 
Small, local steps need to be
taken to end segregation, Kousser
said. He talked of service and air-
force academy high schools that
have policies in place that make
sure minority students are ready
to go to college when they gradu-
ate. Kousser said the U.S. govern-
ment should fully fund the No
Child Left Behind Act, passed by
President Bush in 2002. The act
was passed to hold all elementary
and high schools accountable for
the progress of students. 
Kousser said if President Bush
is re-elected he will stack the
Supreme Court with justices who
are not friendly to civil rights.
“Just electing a new president
who would be able to appoint new
justices on the supreme court
would go a fair way towards mak-
ing school integration and equal-
ization a reality,” he said.
Kousser came to talk about a
public black high school that was
shut down by the Supreme Court
three years after the Plessy v.
Ferguson case. The ruling said
separate facilities for blacks and
whites were constitutional, as
long as the facilities were equal. 
Kousser’s extensive research
has led him to be an expert wit-
ness in 21 voting-rights cases. An
expert witness is one who has
researched a topic so extensively
that the court holds their opinion
above others who haven't done as
much research.  
Besides being an expert wit-
ness, Kousser has two Ph.D.s, one
in history and one in math, and is
currently a professor for history
and social sciences at the
California Institute of Technology. 
Leah Young
For the Kaimin
Lecturer: segregation still a pressing issue today
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BOSTON (AP) - Legislators
opposed to gay marriage were
coming up with ways Thursday to
circumvent a Massachusetts court
ruling that paves the way for same-
sex marriages as early as May.
House Speaker Thomas
Finneran, who opposes gay mar-
riage, wants the high court to delay
when its ruling takes effect until
voters have considered a constitu-
tional amendment defining mar-
riage as a heterosexual union.
That measure has yet to be
approved by the Legislature and
wouldn’t appear on a ballot until
2006. Without the delay, the
Democrat said Thursday, “You
would have a period of time of
complete legal chaos and confu-
sion about the validity of those
relationships.”
Under Wednesday’s 4-3 advisory
ruling by the Supreme Judicial
Court, gay marriages could begin
in Massachusetts in mid-May. If
voters were to pass the heterosexu-
als-only amendment, it is unclear
whether marriages performed dur-
ing the more than two years in
between would be legally binding.
The court’s opinion Wednesday
doused one compromise option,
Vermont-style civil unions, ruling
that they don’t go far enough
because gay couples are entitled to
all benefits of marriage.
Opponents of gay marriage pin
their hopes on part of the original
court ruling that said state law pro-
vided no “rational” basis for pro-
hibiting same-sex couples from the
benefits of marriage.
Some lawmakers, including Rep.
Eugene O’Flaherty, hope to craft a
bill providing such a rational basis
for excluding gay couples from
marriage while conveying some
new benefits to same-sex couples.
“The court has overstepped its
boundary and has not let the leg-
islative process to unfold the way
it has on other issues,” O’Flaherty
said.
The much-anticipated opinion
came a week before next
Wednesday’s Constitutional
Convention, where the Legislature
will consider an amendment
backed by Gov. Mitt Romney that
would define marriage as a union
between a man and a woman.
“We’ve heard from the court,
but not from the people,” Romney
said in a statement. “The people of
Massachusetts should not be
excluded from a decision as funda-
mental to our society as the defini-
tion of marriage.”
Senate President Robert
Travaglini, who will preside over
the Constitutional Convention, said
he needed time to talk with fellow
senators before deciding what to
do next.
“There is a lot of anxiety out
there obviously surrounding the
issue but I don’t want to have it
cloud or distort the discussion,”
Travaglini said.
“The history of our nation has
demonstrated that separate is sel-
dom, if ever, equal,” four justices
wrote in Wednesday’s opinion.
“For no rational reason the mar-
riage laws of the Commonwealth
discriminate against a defined
class; no amount of tinkering with
language will eradicate that stain.”
Lawmakers who cheered the rul-
ing said they welcomed the chance
to stand up and be counted. Sen.
Jarrett Barrios, a gay-marriage sup-
porter, said the opinion treats gay
and straight couples equally.
“Whatever your view is of mar-
riage, it’s my belief that fair-mind-
ed people oppose writing discrimi-
nation into the constitution,” said
Barrios, who is gay.
There’s no guarantee the ques-
tion will even come up next week.
The question is eighth on a list of
11 proposed amendments. Ahead
of it are other controversial pro-
posals, including one lengthening
the term of lawmakers from two to
four years.
The federal government and 38
other states have enacted laws bar-
ring the recognition of any gay
marriages in other jurisdictions.
The Massachusetts court decision
will likely lead to multiple lawsuits
about whether gay marriage bene-
fits can extend beyond the state’s
borders.
President Bush, reacting to the
court ruling, said a constitutional
amendment will be necessary to
ban gay marriages if judges persist
in approving them. The issue has
the potential to become a hot fac-
tor in the presidential campaign.
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When you have a
refund you have a
refund coming, soon is
never soon enough.
Get it back fast when
you file electronically.
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the H&R Block
Advantage.
Call 1-800-HRBLOCK
or visit hrblock.com
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$20 OFF Tax Preparation This Year!
There’s no way
to get your refund
any faster. Period.
Eat, sleep, play video games. It
may not seem like a normal day to
many, but for some students it’s reali-
ty.
“I play 30 hours per week, some-
times more, sometimes less,” said
Neil Timmons, a sophomore in histo-
ry at the University of Montana and
co-owner of CyberQuest, a local
Internet cafe.
“Thirty hours a week! You’re so
full of it,” said Mike Guarino, a for-
mer UM student and employee at
CyberQuest. Guarino said he and
Timmons play at least eight hours a
day.
“I play games while my physics
homework is collecting dust,”
Timmons said.
He plays video games for two rea-
sons: entertainment, and to disappear
into another world where he can be
someone else for a couple of hours.
For him and many other students,
games can be a home away from
home.
“It’s a transport from a mere lowly
existence into a fantasy world,” he
said. 
Timmons bought CyberQuest with
his wife, Amber, in April 2002.
CyberQuest, located just off Higgins
Avenue, offers online gaming,
Internet hookups and printing servic-
es. 
Amber Timmons doesn’t play
video games at all and said it really
doesn’t bug her that her husband
does, unless he comes home and says
“Guess what I did on my video game
today?” 
UM students make up 15 to 20
percent of CyberQuest’s business.
Students go there to play games
because CyberQuest offers a fast
connection on which they can play
with or against each other on games
like “Counter-Strike,” a team-based
game where players act as counter-
terrorists.
Usually once a month Timmons
organizes a gaming party that lasts all
night.
“It starts at 10 at night and we
game until seven or eight in the
morning,” he said.
Most of the kids that show up for
those events are high-school age, he
said.  
But Timmons and others who join
the all-night parties at CyberQuest
are not the only ones in Missoula
playing massive amounts of video
games just for the fun of it.
Dustin York, a senior in physics,
once played “Rainbow Six 3,” a
combat game on X-Box, from 6 p.m.
until 10:30 the next morning.
He has also played games until 4
a.m. when he had to work the next
day. 
He said fun is the main reason he
plays video games.
York and his friends prefer to play
in the comfort of their own homes,
but there are some gamers who
choose the UC Game Room for a
quick video-game fix.
Dennis Hall, a senior who works at
the UC Game Room, said he’s seen
his fair share of “Game Room
junkies” this semester.
He said the new game “Percussion
Freaks Third Mix,” which the Game
Room picked up over winter break,
has been quite popular with some
students. He knows this because the
game uses drum sticks that are held
behind the Game Room counter, and
he’s seen kids sheepishly come up to
the counter day after day to get them. 
“Percussion Freaks Third Mix”
offers gamers the chance to test their
drumming ability by bustin’ beats
along with the screen.
“Considering I’m a drummer, I
think it kicks ass,” said Aaron
Carothers, a senior in television pro-
duction, after he cleared the third
level. 
Another new game the Game
Room picked up this semester is
called “KeyboardHeaven.” The goal
is to play along with the screen, mak-
ing music as you go.
“I like keyboards, so I thought
(KeyboardHeaven) was really cool,”
said James VanEngen, a junior major-
ing in psychology and business.
VanEngen, like Timmons, enjoys
playing video games to escape reality
and said it’s an added bonus that he’s
learning a new skill while playing the
game.
These interactive music games are
becoming popular across the country
and they’ve been popular in Japan for
a while, said Scott Ammons, the
assistant manager of CyberStation in
Southgate Mall.
CyberStation has a game called
“Beat Mania” it bought about two
months ago. It’s a DJ mixing game
complete with turntables.  
Another game they have is called
“Dance Dance Revolution,” where
gamers dance to pass levels.
Ammons said it is one of their most
popular games.
But back over at CyberQuest you
won’t see Timmons or Guarino play-
ing “Beat Mania” or
“KeyboardHeaven.” Most of the
games they play involve shooting bad
guys, Timmons said. 
Even though Timmons does play a
lot of video games, this semester he
is hoping to turn over a new leaf.
He’s taking 18 credits and trying to
cut back on his habit. But it hasn’t
been easy so far.  
“Unfortunately, the game does still
occupy a fair amount of time,” he
said.
Matt Pritchard
For the Kaimin
Avid gamers escape
reality’s monotony Steve LeBlancMontana Kaimin
Gay marriage protests flare
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Intelligence analysts never told
President Bush before the invasion of
Iraq that Saddam Hussein's rule
posed an imminent threat, CIA
Director George Tenet said Thursday
in a heated defense of agency find-
ings central to the decision to go to
war.
The urgency of the Iraqi threat was
Bush's main argument for the war.
But the president said Thursday he
still would have invaded Iraq if he'd
known no weapons stockpiles exist-
ed, adding a new element to the
much-debated question of whether
the United States went to war based
on faulty assumptions.
Tenet, addressing such questions
for the first time after weeks of
silence, acknowledged that analysts
believed before the war that Saddam
had chemical and biological
weapons, although none have been
found. He said he believes some of
what U.S. intelligence predicted
about Iraq will turn out to have been
right — and some wrong — as is
often the case in such matters.
He made clear that analysts dif-
fered among themselves all along on
important aspects of Saddam's chem-
ical, biological and nuclear programs
and spelled out those disputes in an
October 2002 intelligence estimate
given to the White House.
"They never said there was an
imminent threat," Tenet said in a
speech at Georgetown University.
"Rather, they painted an objective
assessment for our policy-makers of
a brutal dictator who was continuing
his efforts to deceive and build pro-
grams that might constantly surprise
us and threaten our interests."
Tenet's remarks hit back at his for-
mer special adviser on Iraqi
weapons, David Kay, who said last
month "we were almost all wrong"
about Iraq's weapons of mass
destruction.
The comments also seemed
designed to inoculate the CIA from
becoming a scapegoat in the fight
over whether the war was justified.
Speaking in Charleston, S.C.,
Bush acknowledged that the
weapons have not been found,
although investigators have discov-
ered evidence of possible programs.
He said the war was still justified.
"Knowing what I knew then and
knowing what I know today,
America did the right thing in Iraq,"
Bush said.
Tenet, in his 40-minute defense,
never said in detail how the Bush
administration, citing U.S. intelli-
gence, might have painted an inaccu-
rate picture of Iraq's weapons arsenal.
He insisted that the intelligence ana-
lysts had not tailored their findings
for any political purpose.
That leaves the door open for
Democrats to demand more investi-
gation and explanation, and for many
to question the basis of the adminis-
tration's pre-emptive strike doctrine.
"It goes to the core of why a
nation went to war," said Democratic
presidential front-runner,
Massachusetts Sen. John Kerry.
Before the war, Bush and his sen-
ior advisers made clear they viewed
the threat from Saddam as urgent.
In October 2002, Bush told an
audience in Ohio that "the danger is
already significant and it only grows
worse with time. If we know Saddam
Hussein has dangerous weapons
today — and we do — does it make
any sense for the world to wait to
confront him as he grows even
stronger and develops even more
dangerous weapons?"
On Sept. 13 of that year, Bush said
of Saddam, "He's a threat we must
deal with as quickly as possible."
White House aides have pointed
out that Bush, while he cited the
urgency of Saddam's threat, never
called the threat "imminent."
In his State of the Union address
in January 2003, Bush said: "Some
have said we must not act until the
threat is imminent. Since when have
terrorists and tyrants announced their
intentions, politely putting us on
notice before they strike? If this
threat is permitted to fully and sud-
denly emerge, all actions, all words
and all recriminations would come
too late."
Tenet's speech came at a sensitive
time.
Bush was expected to announce
Friday a nine-member panel to look
at the Iraq intelligence and weapons
proliferation issues worldwide. An
administration official, speaking on
the condition of anonymity, said Sen.
John McCain, R-Ariz., would be a
member. Republicans on the Senate
Intelligence Committee, led by Pat
Roberts of Kansas, are also complet-
ing work on a report detailing intelli-
gence mistakes. They shared it with
members in a closed session
Thursday.
Democrats want to focus on
whether analysts were pressured by
the White House to justify an inva-
sion. At the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace on Thursday, Kay
said he doesn't believe analysts' arms
were twisted, but he said the presi-
dent's commission should look into
whether political leaders manipulated
the intelligence data given them. "I
think that is an important question
that needs to be understood," he said.
Tenet, who was appointed by
President Clinton, made his own pre-
emptive strike: "No one told us what
to say or how to say it."
Like Bush and other administra-
tion officials, Tenet wouldn't rule out
that weapons still may be found.
"Despite some public statements, we
are nowhere near 85 percent fin-
ished," he said rebutting Kay's figure.
As chief of the CIA and 13 other
agencies that make up the intelli-
gence community, Tenet conceded
that there were mistakes. Analysts,
for instance, overlooked a notice that
one source providing information on
Iraq's weapons of mass destruction
was unreliable, he said.
On chemical and biological
weapons, Tenet said analysts
believed before the war that Saddam
had programs and perhaps stockpiles,
but investigators have found no evi-
dence of such production.
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PRESIDENT GEORGE M. DENNISON
WEEKLY OPEN OFFICE HOURS
Spring Semester 2004
Tuesday, February 10 11:00 am - 1:00 pm
Friday, March 5 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Thursday, March 18 10:00 am - 12:00 NOON
Appointments Appreciated --- 243-2311
Leave  a  message  fo r  the  P res iden t  a t  243-PRES (243-7737)
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Interested in UM
College Republicans?
Free Pizza and Pop!
Come to our Semester
Kickoff Event on
Tuesday, February 10th
7:00 PM
Gallagher Business Building
L14
Friday, Jan. 30, 4:46 p.m.
Three minors were spotted riding motor-
ized scooters along the sidewalks sur-
rounding the Skaggs Building and were
seen again near Miller Hall. Officers
warned them they could not ride on the
sidewalks, and they were released.
“They’re supposed to be on the street
like the cars,” said Ken Willett, director of
the Office of Public Safety.
Saturday, Jan. 31, 1:00 a.m.
An officer spotted a young man with a
32-ounce can of beer near the entrance of
the Lommasson Center. The officer made
the underage man pour out the beer and
issued a Student Conduct Code violation.
“Basically, he gave him (the young man)
a break and said wait a few months until
you are 21,” Willett said.
Saturday, Jan. 31, 11:52 p.m.
City officers responded to a complaint of
noise outside the Sigma Nu fraternity.
Willett said there were reportedly 15 peo-
ple outside making noise and alcohol was
observed. Student Conduct Code violations
will be recommended.
Monday, Feb. 2, 10:50
a.m.
Public Safety received
a call from a parent who
said she hadn’t heard from her daughter in
several days. Willett said an officer spoke
with the young woman in her dorm room,
and she said she’d call home.
“A little parental paranoia,” Willett said,
adding that it is typical this time of the
year with the bad weather conditions.
Monday, Feb. 2, 4:58 p.m.
Willett said there were apparently kids
riding their bikes on the lawn mounds out-
side the Prescott House. They were gone
upon the officer’s arrival.
“Hey, you’ve got a mountain bike. It’s a
mound. It’s a challenge,” he said.
Tuesday, Feb. 3, 2:04 p.m.
Public Safety officers assist-
ed with a 911 call at the
University Villages after a
3-year-old boy accidentally
sprayed pepper spray in his
face. The boy was transport-
ed to St. Patrick Hospital for
treatment.
Tuesday, Feb. 3, 2:40 p.m.
A computer was reported missing from a
lab in the Gallagher Business Building.
Apparently the locked base of a Compaq
Evo 510 Slimline had been broken off,
Willett said.
“They may already have a monitor,” he
said.
Wednesday, Feb. 4, 11:25 a.m.
A witness saw a male punch out the tail-
light of a blue-and-white Ford van in the
parking lot next to Aber Hall, Willett said.
Using the witness’s description, the suspect
was called and admitted to punching out
the light.
“He was pissed because the vehicle was
double-parked,” Willett said, adding that
the man said he received nine stitches in
his hand from the incident.
Wednesday, Feb. 4, 10:16 p.m.
A man reported that the right front tire
of his van had been slashed and a note had
been left on his windshield stating, “Your
excessively large vehicle disgusts me,”
Willett said.
Willett said the tire had not been
slashed, but the valve stem was unscrewed. 
“Somebody didn’t like it — it’s a big gas
guzzler,” he said.
Police Blotter
Kristen Cates
Montana Kaimin
Parental paranoia, computer culprit, motor mayhem 
Katherine Pfleger
Associated Press Writer
CIA defends intelligence accuracy as Bush defends Iraqi war
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Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:
1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
The call is free and so is the report.
Car Accident Victims
For Sandee Hopfauf, a teacher
for ASUM Child Care Preschool,
the state Board of Regents’
approval of 50 percent tuition dis-
counts for University of Montana
employees’ dependents could not
have come at a better time. 
Her daughter, Drew, 18, is
graduating from Hellgate High
School in the spring.
The one-year-only tuition
reduction was influential in keep-
ing Drew in Missoula next year
when she begins college.
“It did persuade her decision,”
Hopfauf said, “because she want-
ed to move away, and we couldn’t
pass up the deal.”
UM President George
Dennison, Montana State
University President Geoff
Gamble and the commissioner’s
office began discussing the possi-
bility of a tuition discount last
fall. The Board of Regents
approved the idea in November,
and the waiver is available this
semester for dependents of staff
who have been employed at the
University for five years or
longer, said Bob Duringer, vice
president of administration and
finance.
University employees who
work three-fourths time already
receive a discount, but now they
will be able to transfer it to a
dependent. Only one dependent is
eligible for the waiver each
semester.
“It was to try to give some ben-
efit to our employees because
there was no pay raise,” Duringer
said.
To get the waiver, staff mem-
bers must fill out a form in
Human Resources, which is then
given to Financial Aid.
For employees who don’t have
children the tuition discount is a
perk that doesn’t span wide
enough, said Marci Rank, the
director of ASUM Child Care.
“I don’t have kids, and it’s a
benefit I want to receive,” Rank
said. “I work hard, too.”
While she appreciates the effort
of the administration to make
some headway in increasing staff
members’ income, it needs to
make an effort that would aid all
staff members, she said.
But if the roughly estimated
$200,000 to $300,000 cost of the
discounts was devoted to staff
pay raises, it would only pay each
employee $150 one time,
Duringer said. A discount for
employees’ dependents was a
more affordable and realistic ben-
efit, he said.
The administration won’t make
its final assessment of enrollment
until after the drop/add deadline
expires on Feb. 13, so the
University hasn’t accounted for
the extra cost of dependant
waivers yet, Duringer said. 
“This caught us in the middle
of the year,” he said, “and we
haven’t budgeted for it.”
But the discount is too late for
some staff members’ children. 
Karen Sturm, an administrative
assistant in the English depart-
ment, said her children have
already graduated from college.
The increase would have been
nice, but her first concern is an
increase in salary.
“Nothing much happens there
of course,” she said. “That’s the
thing we think of that makes a red
flag go off in our minds.” 
Despite this concern, Sturm
said she thinks the waiver is a
positive move by the administra-
tion. 
“It would encourage more stu-
dents to come here,” she said.
Alisha Wyman
Montana Kaimin
Tuition discounts for dependents kick in this semester
It has been
proven that 
reading the
Kaimin at least
four times a week
inceases your
chances of not
paying attention
in class.
MISSOULA (AP)  — Searchers on snow-
shoes Thursday found the body of a
Canadian skier who bought a lift ticket at a
ski area near here last week and hadn’t been
seen since.
The Missoula County Sheriff’s
Department said the body of Jerry Leon, 54,
of Ontario, was found near the Snowbowl
ski area. He bought a ticket at Snowbowl on
Jan. 28.
No one knew Leon was missing until offi-
cials noticed his car parked in the same spot
at the ski area parking lot for several days.
A helicopter attempted to search for Leon
on Wednesday but was hampered by poor
visibility, and high avalanche danger hin-
dered ground searches. The search party
included friends and relatives of Leon.
Authorities said he was an avid skier
known to carry safety and survival equip-
ment.
Canadian skier found dead near Snowbowl
So what class are
you in?
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The University of
Montana Grizzlies let a
golden opportunity slip
through their hands as
they lost their fifth
straight Big Sky
Conference game Thursday night to the
Portland State Vikings, 59-57.
“It’s a tough loss and we are very dis-
appointed,” senior guard Derrick Mansell
said. “But there’s nothing you can do
about it. We’ve just got to learn from our
mistakes.”
The Grizzlies failed to hold a nine-
point lead late in the second half and
found themselves all alone at the bottom
in the Big Sky Conference with a 2-6
conference record (5-15 overall). 
Mansell hit a jumper with 5:59 left in
the second half to give Montana a seem-
ingly comfortable 51-42 lead. The
Vikings (9-12; 3-5), behind the play of
junior forward Seamus Boxley, refused to
quit. They outscored Montana 9-1 in the
next four minutes to pull within one
point. 
Boxley sank two free-throws to give
the Vikings their first lead since 1:25 in
the first half. Then Boxley scored on a
layup to put Portland State ahead 55-52,
and the Vikings never looked back.
“We just played better (in the later part
of the second half),” said Portland State
head coach Heath Schroyer. “I thought
the post defense and energy level
increased.”
Portland State would increase its lead
to 58-54 before UM sophomore guard
Kevin Criswell hit a three-pointer with
5.1 seconds to play and pulled Montana
within one. Boxley would make only one
of two free throws, giving UM a chance
to send the game into overtime with 4.1
seconds left in regulation. Mansell then
went coast-to-coast and appeared to have
an open opportunity to send the game into
overtime, but lost control of the ball as he
drove to the basket. He never had a
chance to get a shot off.
“With four seconds left, it’s pretty hard
to run a play,” Mansell said. “It’s pretty
much get the ball in bounds and push it.”
The Griz’s recent lack of success
played a role in Montana’s inability to
hold off the Vikings.
“We haven’t had many opportunities to
close out (games),” said Montana head
coach Pat Kennedy.  “When they needed
to score it looked like they had fire in
their eyes. When we needed to score it
looked like we were unsure.”
Portland State benefitted from Boxley’s
play, who finished with 22 points and 6
rebounds. Boxley single-handedly
outscored Montana in the final five min-
utes of regulation 12-5. All of which were
scored by Criswell.
“Seamus played well,” Schroyer said.
“Seamus has been our rock this year both
on and off the court.”
Portland State took advantage of 16
Montana turnovers and held the Griz to
41.7 percent from the field. UM averaged
45.2 percent prior to the game, ranking
No. 3 in the conference.
Montana also allowed the Vikings to
control the rebounding statistics, which
proved to be fatal. Portland State out-
rebounded the Griz 38-28 and managed to
pull down 15 offensive rebounds, a num-
ber of which were turned into points.
Kennedy said Montana was manhan-
dled by Portland State in the paint and
that UM was too soft and wasn’t aggres-
sive enough in the post.
Mansell led Montana with 14 points
and five assists, but also had seven
turnovers. Criswell and junior forward
Kamarr Davis contributed 10 and 8 points
respectively, but both turned in poor
shooting performances (Criswell went 2-6
from the field while Davis went 3-12).
Senior forward Victor Venters came off
the bench to score eight points for
Montana.
Montana faces an uphill battle in its
quest to make post-season play.  Montana
finds itself one game out of the last play-
off spot with only seven games remaining
(six of which are conference games).
Montana’s journey begins Saturday when
it hosts Big Sky leader Eastern
Washington. Montana handed Eastern
Washington its only conference defeat
Jan. 8, when it beat the Eagles 79-68.
Game time at the Dalberg Arena is set
for 7:35 p.m.
Grizzlies spoil second half lead, fall to Vikings
Mike Cohea/Montana Kaimin
Guards Kevin Criswell, left, and Derrick Mansell cannot decide who is going to handle the ball
during a loss to Portland State. With this loss the Griz move into sole possession of last place in
the Big Sky conference.
Julie Deming is on fire.
The Lady Griz senior followed
last week’s career-high 23 points
with a new personal best of 25
points, along with 8 rebounds to
help the University of Montana
(17-4, 6-0 Big Sky Conference) trompt the Portland
State Vikings (3-17, 0-6 BSC) Thursday night, 90-62.
“Julie was big-time again tonight,” said Lady Griz
head coach Robin Selvig in a KLCY interview. 
The conference game began as a one-way blowout.
UM led the first half 42-21, controlling PSU with a
zone defense that didn’t allow them room to breathe.
Within six minutes the Vikings had six turnovers,
and by the end of the half they had 13 total.
“I was really pleased with our defense the first
half,” Selvig said. “We gave up a lot of points in the
second half.”
Both teams lit up the scoreboard, but UM still led
the second half, scoring 52 points to the Vikings’ 41.
The Lady Griz’s biggest problem was fouls, Selvig
said. They sent the Vikings to the line nine times in
the second half, compared with once the first. In 14
minutes of play, junior center Crystal Baird fouled
four times.
Throughout the game at least one thing remained
consistent — the Lady Griz’s ability to find a hole
and drive for the net.
“I can’t remember getting so many layups in,”
Selvig said.
Senior point guard Brooklynn Lorenzen special-
ized in finding the open lane as she racked in the
first double-double of her career with 11 points, 15
assists and no turnovers.
Along with Deming and Lorenzen, three other UM
players scored in double-digit figures. One of the
most consistent scorers, junior center Hollie Tyler,
added 16 points, three rebounds and five steals.
Junior guard Juliann Keller followed up with 13
points, five rebounds and three steals. And with a
late second-half drive, sophomore forward Jody
McLeod pulled in 12 points and three rebounds.
Everybody was able to get some playing time,
Selvig said. True freshmen Jackie Deshazer and Amy
Brooks played 11 minutes apiece, adding a combined
six points to the board. Meanwhile, Lynsey Monaco
returned to the floor after a three-week absence due
to a foot operation to play 15 minutes. She had two
points and three rebounds for the game.
Selvig said he had worried about PSU on its home
court and with senior forward Sarah Hedgepeth back
there was even more to be concerned with.
Hedgepeth returned a week ago after being side-lined
with an injured wrist and has led the Vikings since.
Thursday was no exception.
She scored 18 points and seven rebounds, six of
which were scored defensively. Hedgepeth also
reached the free-throw line five times as the Griz
tried to control PSU’s strongest player.
The high-scoring game allowed three other Viking
players to score double digits, but they couldn’t rally
fast enough to reach the Lady Griz, who still top the
Big Sky Conference after winning seven games in a
row.
“You’ve got to work pretty hard to find something
to complain about,” Selvig said.
The Lady Griz remain on the road to play the
Eastern Washington Eagles Saturday at 8:05 p.m.
MST. They can be heard on KLCY 930 AM.
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin
Deming
scores 
career high
25 in win 
Lady Griz demolish Vikings
Grizzlies
remain
dead last in
conference 
Danny Davis
Montana Kaimin
Chavez practices with Grizzlies
Former University of
Montana basketball player
Mike Chavez began practicing
with the team again this week
and sat with the Griz during
their defeat Thursday against
the Portland State Vikings.
UM head coach Pat
Kennedy said that the prac-
tices Chavez has been attend-
ing are optional.
“Mike has the option to
practice or not practice,”
Kennedy said. “It’s totally up
to him (whether he plays next
year). If he gets his academics
in order and he’s ready to roll,
then it’s totally up to him.”
In 22 games last year
Chavez averaged 4.0 points a
game and 3.2 rebounds.
Chavez left school last
spring for personal reasons.
Prior to leaving, the 6-foot-7
freshman had been suspended
for five games after being
arrested for a DUI and other
misdemeanor charges involv-
ing a driving accident. Chavez
pleaded guilty to a lesser DUI
charge and the misdemeanors
were dropped after he paid the
fine.
-Kaimin Sports Staff
Kaimin: Let’s start off with
an easy question here. Who is
the greatest rock band ever?
Julie Deming: Led Zeppelin.
K: Brooklynn, what do you
think?
Brooklynn Lorenzen: The
greatest rock band ever? Wow. I
don’t know, man. Ever! That’s
hard to say. 
JD: Mine is Led Zeppelin. I
love them. 
BL: I’m not a big rock fan. I
can’t discriminate. I can’t just
pick the best one ever. I think
that would be ignorant. 
K: Now that’s just wussing
out.
JD: Just pick one!
BL: All right, the Grateful
Dead. 
K: You just made a lot of
friends with that, Brooklynn.
All right, who is your favorite
Wu-Tang member?
BL: Method Man.
JD: Yeah, we would both say
Method Man.
K: Any reason?
BL: His lyrics are deep. Plus,
Redman is kind of ghetto.
K: Redman isn’t even in Wu-
Tang Clan.
JD: I liked Redman’s house on
“Cribs.” He just had this random
person passed out on his couch.
But we like Method Man.
K: What’s your plans for
post-Grizzly life?
JD: We’re both getting really
rich. We want to be on MTV. I
want to be on “Road Rules” and
she wants to be on “The Real
World”. We tried out, but we did-
n’t make it. 
BL: Don’t tell people that we
are losers.
JD: I know, but we are going
to try out again.
BL: But that’s because it was
the end of the day and the cast-
ing people wouldn’t give us the
time of day. They were just tired.
Yeah, and the guy was interested
in this dorky girl. She wasn’t that
cool. She just liked to talk and
hear herself talk. 
JD: Yeah, so basically we are
going to win the lottery. 
BL: And I’m going to be the
next J.Lo. You can call me B.Lo.
K: You are
already more
talented than
J.Lo.
JD: That’s
true.
K: There is
absolutely no
doubt about
that one in my
mind. So you
are just going to
get really rich.
Any specifics,
besides winning
the lottery?
JD: We’re
going to have
sugar daddies.
BL: And then
Julie is going to
become a famous
producer and
I’m going to be in front of the
camera. We’re also going to have
our own show. It’s going to be
called the “Brooklynn and Juicy
Show.”
JD: Because we’re really
funny.
K: Sounds good. Who would
win in a fight: Anna Nicole
Smith or Dennis Rodman?
BL: Well, Anna Nicole lost a
lot of weight, because before she
probably could have just sat on
him.
JD: I would say Dennis
Rodman. You know what, I think
I am going to change my answer
because Rodman cried like a lit-
tle baby on that ESPN show.
BL: I think he would be a bitch
fighter, flailing his arms around
and stuff. He’s scrappy, so I think
he would win. He’s taller, too.
He’s got a longer reach.
JD: And guys are stronger than
girls.
K: Moving on, we’ve got to
ask you about the Janet
Jackson thing, because that
was the greatest moment in our
lives. Since Britney kissed
Madonna and Janet gave
everyone a peep show, what’s
next on this steady downward
spiral of society?
BL: I don’t think it’s down-
ward.
JD: Sex sells. When some
celebrity is going to show part of
their body or do something that’s
crazy, it’s going to sell articles in
magazines and stuff like that.
BL: It was all for shock value.
When Justin (Timberlake) saw
Britney and Madonna kiss, he
was like, “Oh, I got to do some-
thing that will outdo her. So what
can I do? Well, I could pull off a
little piece of fabric here on
Janet’s outfit. So a little boob
will flop out. Then I will get
some press too.” But I would
have done it too.
JD: I know, what
would we do?
BL: We don’t
have boobs like
her.
JD: I know. Plus
people wouldn’t
want to see our
boobs, because
Janet Jackson is a
little bit out of our
league. You don’t
want to see me
with my clothes
off.
BL: I second
that.
K: You guys are
horrible. Please
perform your
famous rap.
JD: We can’t per-
form without our background
dancers.
K: Then let’s just hear some
of the lyrics then.
JD: Here’s the chorus. “Y’all
can’t hang with us, because
you’s a bunch of bitches.” Then
it goes, “Bitches, bitches, bitch-
es, bitches, uhhh, can’t hang with
us.”
BL: I would have to say the
best part of the song is when I do
my Mariah Carey.
JD: No. She thinks she can
sing like Mariah Carey.
BL: Whatever, man. It’s a good
part.
Together: We roll like Jay-Z
with our ice and our loot.
BL: So don’t be jealous, sip-
ping on the Haterade.
JD: Because we’ll take your
man home and get ourselves laid.
BL: All right, we can’t do the
next part. There are certain parts
we can’t do. 
K: All right, so what is the
history of your rap?
JD: At first it started with an
answering machine rap. Because
we used to write answering
machine raps that were, like, 30
seconds long and everybody
would call and hate them. And
our coach (Robin Selvig) would
be like, “Change that, girls.” 
K: Instead of coming up with
the cliche porno title for your
own life, how about you guys
come up with one for each
other?
BL: How about “Big B’s Juicy
Booty,” because I’m B and we
call her Juice. Plus she’s got a
juicy booty.
JD: No I don’t. 
BL: We do call her Juicy
Booty.
JD: That makes me sad. I’m
not making fun of you.
K: All right, let’s end with
the Random Literature
Question. What is literature?
JD: What is literature? Writing
that has a beginning, a middle,
and an end and it tells a story. 
BL: Yeah, I’d have to agree.
No modifications. That sounds
good.
Lorenzen and Deming
Will Cleveland
Montana Kaimin
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Don’t Download
For Free When
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•Anonymous program
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Call the donor info line
549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged
www.kaimin.org
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Lights. 
Camera. 
More lights. 
This is just another day for stu-
dents and faculty involved with the
drama/dance department’s produc-
tion of Anton Chekhov’s “Uncle
Vanya,” a classic story of a wasted
life and unattainable love. The
show doesn’t open until March, but
stage manager Derek Van Heel
attends four-hour rehearsals six
days a week and spends two hours
every day in the light shop. 
“It’s basically a full-time job
with overtime and no pay,” he said.
Van Heel might have the hardest
job in the production. As stage
manager, he is the “bridge”
between acting and technical
aspects. His daily tasks range from
keeping the director focused and
moving through rehearsals to help-
ing oversee light, sound and cos-
tume elements, all while keeping
everyone on the same page.
“Uncle Vanya” is not a techno-
logically simple play, either. While
the actors are on stage, behind
them three large screens will proj-
ect footage of different rooms, and
four monitors will receive live
feeds of the on-stage action from
cameramen.
The projection screens will add
an element to the play that is out of
the ordinary. A film crew and the
actors spent two days filming at the
Daly Mansion in Hamilton, which
Van Heel described as “like a real
movie shoot.” The film will be
edited into short clips to be shown
on the screens.
The clips will show what goes
on in “rooms” that aren’t seen on
stage.
For instance, if an actor is on
stage in the living room, when he
exits the stage the projection screen
will show him walking down a
hallway — really footage from the
Daly Mansion — and into another
room. 
On top of this, traditional light-
ing is needed. Somewhere between
90 to 120 lights will be hung and
arranged for the show. 
Costumes in the
play will provide a
stark contrast to the
movie clips showing
on the projection
screen behind the
stage. Costumes are
made in appropriate
1890s style, but
instead of traditional
colors, designer
Denise Massman
chose to use brighter,
modern colors. Clips
on the projection
screens will be
shown in color with
black and white sec-
tions alternating.
The director of the
play and head of the
media arts depart-
ment, Michael
Murphy, said the
film provides a
“double look” at the
play. 
“We use modern
colors, but through
the film you’ll see
black and white,”
Murphy said.
There are 10 char-
acters in the play, and
while there are no
costume changes,
Massman said, each
actor wears layers so costumes can
be altered without having to com-
pletely switch.
Massman is afraid some of the
finer points of the costumes won’t
be noticed. 
“They have modern exposed
seams and frayed edges,” she said,
“but I tend to be subtle.”
While advanced drama students
and faculty run the shops and pro-
duction, much of the manpower is
supplied by students in drama
classes, some of whom aren’t even
drama majors. 
Sound designer Alan Hanson
said depending on the number of
sound effects and the amount of
background or ambient sound, one
or two minidiscs are all that are
required.
“The sound and light setups have
to be simple enough for anyone to
run,” Van Heel said.
Murphy acknowledged the extra
load of this production.
“The trick with taking a classic
play and doing it differently is the
extra burden,” he said. “Each pro-
duction element has its own life.”
Setting
Grad Student Ranae Nelson, right, and Freshman Amber Mason notch boards in preparation for the show “Uncle Vanya”. The
show opens in March.
Left: Freshman Chris Fast cuts steel for a platform in the PAR/TV building
Thursday  afternoon. The platform will be used in the upcoming play
“UncleVanya.”
Below: A shrinking “To Do” list sits on a table waiting to be completed.
The show “Uncle Vanya” doesn’t open until March, but as you can see
there are still many things to do.
Story by Alex Strickland
Photos by Mike Cohea
the 
stage
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ix6 Picks
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
Swillbillys
Rockabilly plus Montucky equals the Swillbillys. Are you into it?
Then put on your shit-kickers, climb into your rig, go down to the
Ritz, slug some beer and settle in for the show. Just don’t drive that
rig home. Show starts at 9:30 p.m. Cover TBA.
Larry the Cable Guy
Pancake Breakfast
If you are hungry this morning and also happen to have an inter-
est in expanding your cultural horizons, go meet up with Ingvar,
Helga and Hans for a Scandinavian Pancake Breakfast at the
Norway Pines on Highway 93 south of Missoula. It only costs $4
and runs from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. —a time
frame that allows for plenty of eating and talk about windmills,
dikes and tulips. Proceeds will benefit the Bjornetann Language
and Cultural Camp. 
This guy’s not from Montucky, but he’ll fit in real nice here. He’s
Larry the Cable Guy, and he loves Ted Nugent, big rifles and cheap
beer. And he’s going to be at the Wilma tonight, gittin-R-done.
You’ll laugh so hard Copenhagen bits will be flying out of that bot-
tom lip, which is really, really gross for the person in front of you.
He will be performing two shows; one at 8 p.m. and one at 9:30 p.m.
Tickets are $25 and can be purchased at the UC Box Office.
MONDAY
Open Mic
Been practicing up on those guitar licks? Got
that “Friend of the Devil” cover down pat?
It’s time to stop dreaming and go for it!
Open mic at Sean Kelly’s is the perfect place
to start. 
TUESDAY
Bluegrass
All bluegrass, all night long at the Top Hat. Music
starts with an open jam session in which all are
invited to pick. Following will be a performance
by Pinegrass, that old-timey, skillful bluegrass
band. 
WEDNESDAY
Wednesday Night Fights
On Wednesday evenings, the Wilma Theater trans-
forms from a historic building into a sweat-flinging,
beer-consuming, rough and raw sports arena. It’s
Wednesday Night Fights. Come on over and see local
athletes kick the crap out of each other. 7 p.m.
The Plug
Here’s what
Brian Lake
a sophomore
in HHP
thinks you should check out
1. “Yeah” by Usher, Lil’ Jon and Ludacris
It’s a hot new track, dogg. It’s off the hizzle AND
out of bounds. You can just flow to it.
2. Wednesday Night Fights
It’s a great time. There’s beer, so you can get
drunk if you’re old enough. Eight fights a night
and they’re all intense. Also, you’d get a chance
to check me out. I fight as Brian “Swan” Lake.
3. Rolling Rock Green Light
That stuff is hot. It’s out of bounds. Just like the
song. Holla at your boy. Awe yeah, you know
what time it is.
Break on through to The Other
Side, where a beat, a rap or a
rhythm at Missoula’s new musi-
cal venue might just lure listeners
to an alternative side of town. 
The grand opening of the new
club, located several miles from
downtown on the corner of 1100
Strand Ave., began Monday and
will continue this weekend.
“We are trying to represent dif-
ferent kinds of music with quality
original music from all genres,”
said Andrea Harsell, promoter of
The Other Side.
Music is a vital part of
Missoula’s night life. The wealth
of local musicians and the num-
ber of touring musicians that find
their way north to Missoula all
need a venue to play.
“It’s culture. It’s entertain-
ment,” said Marcus Duckwitz,
director of UM Productions. “It’s
what brings a lot of people out in
Missoula.” 
UM Productions and
Mountains Meet Space,
Missoula’s largest musical pro-
moter, rents large spaces such as
the University Theater, the Wilma
and the Adams Center for big-
name musicians. The price of
tickets often reflects their high
production costs.
But what about the mid-size
venues for Missoulians who don’t
want to pay more than a $5 cover
charge?
The market lost two mid-size
venue players in 2003. The Blue
Heron closed in October — after
two years of business — due to a
Missoula City-County health vio-
lation. And the long-time estab-
lishment Jay’s Upstairs closed its
doors in November after 19 years
in business when it sold its liquor
license. The cessation of these
two businesses left a musical gap,
limiting the venue options for
local and traveling musicians. 
Mid-size music venues were
quickly reduced to two key play-
ers: The Top Hat and The Ritz,
both downtown. In response,
Tom Reed decided to open The
Other Side.
“It was not a difficult decision
because there was a vacuum in
the market,” Reed said. “If we
didn’t, someone would have.”
Reed had the space. Attached
to the 17-year-old Buck’s Club,
Reed’s other business, was an
empty club with a stage where
only faint echoes of a recent pool
hall and cowboy bar remained.
Neither had lasted more than a
few years. 
So Harsell and Reed collabo-
rated to “put a new face” on the
empty place.
“The businesses are starting to
feed off each other,” Reed said.
The Other Side opened for
business Dec. 4 with the well-
known raps and beats of Wu-
Tang Clan. They packed the
house.
With the return of students and
the end of the holidays, business
has been slowly picking up. Eek-
A-Mouse sent an eerie reggae
vibe to a full club on Jan. 28. 
It’s really going to “kick in”
this week, said Harsell, with a
grand opening schedule full of
music every night.
KBGA college radio, Kuya
Rum and Jagermeister sponsors
are helping to give Missoula a
taste of what to expect in the
future. Monday was OM Trio,
and on Wednesday local favorite
Oddability performed. N2Deep
and Undun are scheduled to play
this weekend. Each will flavor
Missoula with diverse music
from hip-hop to jam band to punk
to metal.
“We are trying to not pigeon-
hole us into one genre of music,”
Harsell said.
The Other Side, which can
hold up to 350 people, plans to
host music six nights a week,
with an upcoming Battle of the
Bands and a performance by No
Quarter, a Led Zeppelin tribute
band.
The Other Side will feature one
night each week for customers
age 18 and older, filling a niche
that Jay’s Upstairs used to pro-
vide.
The Other Side is one of two
bars in Missoula with a perma-
nent in-house sound system, and
it employs former Jay’s Upstairs
sound technician, Justin
Lawrence.
“It all comes down to the best
room and the best sound,” said
Patrick Murphy, a Missoula
music promoter since 1995.
“Since the Blue Heron closed,
there is nothing else that com-
pares in sound, lighting and
space. It’s just a matter of time
and music to bring people here.”
The Other Side’s hurdle is its
location. 
“The Top Hat is downtown
with good sound. The Ritz is
downtown with good sound. The
Other Side has got the best
sound, but they’re not down-
town,” Murphy said.
Rob Billquist, a music coordi-
nator for Top Hat, said he is not
worried about competition.
“It’s so far away and because
when going out to bar-hop,
you’re not going out to stop by to
see what’s going on,” he said.
What makes The Other Side
different from other clubs is that
its stage is the central focus.
Harsell hopes if Missoula doesn’t
know about the club now, they
will after the grand opening this
week.
“We are providing a place you
know you will see great music
without much money,” Harsell
said. “And giving locals a place
to play and grow.”
Being a destination music
venue in Missoula, “you have to
find your way…to The Other
Side,” Murphy said.
Lucia Stewart
Montana Kaimin
The Other Side new home for music
An aesthetic approach to music with a “less is
more” method of song structure has the potential to
produce some interesting and aurally pleasing results. 
Numbers, a trio hailing from San Francisco, exe-
cutes this method of song writing with such accuracy
they’ve been given press by such diverse publications
as the electronic/hip hop music magazine XLR8R and
Seattle’s alternative weekly paper The Stranger. 
The band is comprised of Indra Dunis (drums,
vocals), Eric Landmark (vocals, synthesizers) and
Dave Broekema (guitar, vocals). Their sound can be
described as stripped-down, dance-punk with crunchy
synth-melodies accentuated with short, shouted lyrical
spurts. 
Numbers will play Saturday, Feb. 7 at the Ritz as
they embark on their first headlining tour of the conti-
nental United States.
They just released their second album, “In My
Mind All The Time,” on the Tigerbeat6 record label
run by experimental electronic music producer
Kid606 (Miguel Depedro).
“I think the songs are just better,” Dunis said. “The
songs are more thought through. The recording is bet-
ter and we tried to bring in more lower end sounds.” 
Dunis said the lyrical content of their new album
centers around neurosis and anxiety — things  going
on in the band members’ minds. She also said she
thinks the band’s use of one-word and one-sentence
lyrics are an added instrument. She considers her
voice an additional piece of a song, she said.
Dunis has been playing drums off and on for the
last eight years. She first started playing in a band
called Tractorman when she was attending college in
Wisconsin, she said.
Numbers formed in 1999 but didn’t actually play
their first show until 2000, Dunis said. 
Broekema said “In My Mind All The Time” was the
first Numbers record that he was happy with the
sound and how it was created. For him this is their
first real album — the first album he has the most
good feelings about, he said. 
He’s always had a guitar around since he was
young. Before Numbers he was in a band with
Landmark called Zerobot, he said.
“It’s exciting to play a show and see people having
a great time,” Dunis said. She said it’s rewarding
when younger girls come up to her after shows and
tell her she’s inspired them to start playing drums. 
Broekema said he likes the fact they get to make
records, play shows, eat at random restaurants and
tour, among other things. He said he enjoys the feel-
ing of not having to go to a job when they’re on tour. 
Both artists said their last show in Missoula in the
fall of 2002 with Cex and Stars as Eyes went over
well and was fun, but they also mentioned they con-
sumed a large amount of alcohol while they were
here.  
So far the tour has been going well for the group,
Dunis said. 
She said they’ve had full shows and they even
played at a packed house party earlier this week in
Olympia, Wash.
“Don’t kids like to have fun? If you like to have fun
come check out Numbers,” she said. 
Numbers are playing Saturday, Feb. 7, at the Ritz
on Ryman Street. Oblio Joes and No-Fi Soul
Rebellion will open up the show around 10 p.m.
Admission is $5.
Ira Sather-Olson
Montana Kaimin
Numbers to dust off some numbers
The sometimes popular feature Horoscopes for the
ignorant will triumphantly return in next Friday’s
Kaimin. The Kaimin wishes to apologize to any and all
ignorant people who may have been inconvenienced.
According to Rich Winters, a
realtor with Lambros Real Estate,
most students don’t venture into
home ownership because they sim-
ply can’t afford it. Students do,
however, bring business his way.  
Even though students might not
be able to afford a house, their par-
ents sometimes can, he said.
“My first sale was from a cus-
tomer who bought a house for his
kids while they were in school,”
Winters said. “I got them into a
place and then, four years later, I
sold it for them.”   
Winters said that because his
first contact is almost always the
student, he does do some marketing
toward them and considers them
potential customers.
Ryan Zins, a graduate student in
accounting, said he rented through-
out his college career. Hurdles,
such as down payments and finding
an affordable place, kept him from
being too interested.  
“In retrospect, it would’ve been a
lot wiser to buy a house,” Zins
said. “It would have saved some
money, even made me money in
the end.” 
But for some, the long-term
value is more important.
“When you’re renting, you’re
throwing money away,”
Christofferson said. “Once you pay
your rent, it’s gone, down the drain.
Once you pay your mortgage, it’s
kind of like going into a bank
account for you.”   
According to a National
Association of Realtors’ profile,
typical first-time home buyers last
year were 32 years old, had
incomes in the $55,000 range and
over 37 percent were single. While
Christofferson may be 10 years
younger and over $15,000 short for
a typical home buyer, but he does
have a few things in common with
first-time home buyers: He’s single
and he wants the best value for his
hard work and money. 
“This is the culmination of a
year and a half of hard work.  I
really feel like I’m accomplishing
the American dream. It feels good
to know you can make this happen
by working hard and I did it,”
Christofferson said.
MONTANA KAIMIN
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Housing
Continued from Page 1
PERSONALS
Soul Searching?  Try Astrology.  First Reading by dona-
tion.  829-0318
It’s 2 AM and you’ve just crashed your bike. The Curry
Health Center can stitch you up NOW. Use West Entry
or call 243-2122.
Sick?  Curry Health Center has real live doctors, nurse
practitioners and nurses 24/7.  Call ahead for an
appointment.  243-2122
Give the gift of massage this Valentine’s Day and
enjoy one for yourself!  20% off two 1/2 hour mas-
sages at Shear Perfection Salon.  Call 721-1166
Give the gift of massage this Valentine’s Day and
enjoy one for yourself!  20% off two 1/2 hour mas-
sages at Shear Perfection Salon.  Call 721-1166
FREE PIZZA & POP!  Come to the UM College
Republican Semester Kickoff event.  Tuesday 2/10 @
7pm in GBB L14.
Peer Advising Informational Meetings:  Wednesday
Feb. 11th at 5:10pm - NULH Thursday Feb. 12th at
2:10pm - NULH
HELP WANTED
Up to $500/Wk processing mail.  Get paid for each
piece.  Create your own schedule.  (626) 821-4061”
Bartending Positions in Missoula area Up to $200/
shift.  No experience necessary.  Call 728-8477 
Work study position @ children’s shelter.  Shifts avail-
able Monday - Sunday are 9pm - midnight, midnight -
6:30am, 6:30am - 8am, or a combination of the three.
Call Teresa @ 549-0058.
GET PAID $5-$50 for every online survey you com-
plete, go to www.sjsonlineresearch.com
PT receptionist needed for busy office.  Computer
skills, phone skills, and multi-tasking necessary.
Please send resume to:  Office Manager, 900 Strand,
Missoula, MT 59801
Need graphic designer to design student centered
marketing materials beginning February 2004.
Requirements:  UM student, excellent Photoshop &
PageMaker skills.  Must be creative, self motivated,
organized, and able to meet deadlines.  Submit
resume, work samples, and references to Sarah Mart
@ Health Enhancement /Curry Health Center.
Screening begins immediately.
Make Money taking Online Surveys.  Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys.  Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups.  Visit
www.cash4students.com/mtum
Model for artist, life-drawing, painting, bw photogra-
phy 549-4036
SERVICES
Professional Proofreading/Editing, $1.00/page 542-
0837.
Licensed Daycare 4 openings. Student discount. State
pd.  accepted. Open Mon-Fri. open till 6:00 p.m.
meals, play, before and after school care too.  Call
550-0357 or 721-2280 ask for Marj
Professional carpet cleaning, Average Apartment $45
- $55, call Melissa 721-0175, 21 years experience. 
FOR SALE
Louis Vuitton, Prada, Gucci and Kate Spade bags and
accessories.  Visit my website at:  www.glam-
ourbags.com or call (406) 855-4645
BOOKS!  We Trade!  1221 Helen, one block west of
campus.  Quarter Moon Books.
Ludacris ticket $45 O.B.O. 370-0500
FOR RENT
WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
Nice, New 3BR 2 1/2 BA Garage DW, AC Patio
w/Furniture Avail NOW $850/mo Call 360-6693
Rental to share:  1/2 block from campus, private
room and study area, 609 S. 6th E. , $325 + deposit,
542-7013
ROOMMATES NEEDED
One room available in home near U.  DW, W/D, stor-
age, huge fenced yard.  Pet on approval.  $325/mo
+1/3 utilities.  Katie 360-9355.
Roommate wanted to share new townhouse
$300/month +1/3 electric all other utilities paid, con-
tact (208) 739-2440
MISCELLANEOUS
Learn about flying for 3 UM credits.  MS 195 begins
Feb 10.  Www.cs.umt.edu/~morton/IntroAviation/
Old prom dresses collecting dust?  Bring them to My
Sister’s Closet and collect some cash!  Now accepting
spring style formals on consignment, call 327-0291 for
more info.
BE A BARTENDER IN MIS-
SOULA
Be a Bartender, must be 18 or older.  Make $100 -$150
per night.  Job placement in Missoula.  Get Certified
Call 728-TIPS (8477)
BEAD SALE
BATHING BEAUTIES 25% OFF EVERYTHING.  EVERYDAY
IN FEBRUARY.  517 SOUTH HIGGINS 10-6 EVERYDAY
543-0018
CARLO’S COSTUMES
RENTALS:  COSTUMES, WIGS, TUXES, MARILYN, ELVIS,
70’S, 80’S.  1,000’S OF COSTUMES, SCHOOL/STAFF
RATES, 11am -6pm 543-6350
COMPUTERS
Have a Mac?  Have Problems?  Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work.  Also
willing to trade.
EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED  $250 a day Potential
Local positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 417
SUMMER TEAM LEADERS
University of Montana-Western is hiring four to five
team leaders for the 2004 Math/Science Upward
Bound summer residency program, a college prep
program for high schoolers.  Team leaders must live in
the residence hall June 8 - July 25 and have responsi-
bility for evening, weekend, and some daytime activ-
ities.  College junior or above and prior experience
with teenagers preferred.  Must possess valid driver’s
license.  See www.umwestern.edu/msub or call 406-
683-7327 for a complete job description.  $2,150 min-
imum lump sum plus room and board.  Review of
applications will begin in February 2004.  UM-Western
is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer
and encourages applications from qualified women,
minorities, Vietnam era veterans and persons with
disabilities.  Position eligible for veterans’ preference
in accordance with State law.  Finalists for this posi-
tion will be subject to a criminal background investi-
gation.  The position announcement can be made
available in alternative formats upon request.  Please
visit out web site listed above.
VINTAGE CLOTHING
BEST VINTAGE, CLOTHING, BEST PRICES, CARLO’S ONE
NIGHT STAND.  204 3rd 11am - 6pm EVERYDAY 543-
6350
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ s e l w a y . u m t . e d u E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g
and staff representation, no chair-
person at the beginning of the year
and no agenda. 
Ausland said the Library and
Archives Committee had similar
problems with organization over
the past several years. As examples,
he cited a lack of attendance at
meetings and a situation in 2001
when the committee didn’t even
know who the chairperson was
until the year had already started. 
Winkler and Ausland said they
hope a new charge will improve
organization.
“Before, we had a committee
that didn’t know what it was sup-
posed to be doing,” Winkler said.
“The charge was so vague.”
The Library and Archives
Committee has been using the same
charge since 1982. This charge is
only three sentences long and has
been largely ineffective, Ausland
said. Before 1982 the committee
used three different lists of func-
tions, with the first dating back to
1961. Ausland said these lists of
functions were five sentences or
longer and more detailed than the
1982 charge.
The new proposed charge is a
detailed list of seven committee
functions, with the first describing
six ways to “facilitate effective
communication and cooperation
between the University libraries
and the Faculty Senate.”
The charge would also make the
the Faculty Library Committee an
official Faculty Senate committee.
Winkler said the new committee
could serve as a communication
device between the Faculty Senate
and the library’s faculty, as it
would include members from both
groups.
“One problem has been that the
Library and Archives Committee
doesn’t even know what kind of
committee it’s supposed to be and
who it should report to,” Winkler
said. “It’s been giving reports to
President Dennison but he doesn’t
even know why.”
Derry said he is more concerned
with how the situation was handled
than what’s actually in the charge.
However, the library faculty’s
response at the December Faculty
Senate meeting stated, “The library
faculty believes that this motion
and the subsequent bylaws are
unnecessary and potentially harm-
ful.”
Winkler said the library subcom-
mittee originally kept the proposal
off the Faculty Senate agenda until
November in order to allow Derry
and Mueller to give their input.
After meeting with them, Winkler
said she was under the impression
that an agreement was reached until
Derry and Mueller voiced their
concerns after seeing the motion in
November. 
“We weren’t being heard, and it
seemed there was a predetermined
direction this whole thing was
going,” Mueller said.
Dean of the Library Frank
D’Andraia maintained the library
faculty’s argument.
“(The library faculty) has
expressed a desire to be a part of
the process, and I support that,”
D’Andraia said.
D’Andraia added that he believes
a library committee is necessary
and important.
“Although we do have other
avenues of communication, there is
no substitute for the committee,” he
said.
Winkler said she expects the
issue to be a main topic at the next
Faculty Senate meeting on Feb. 12
and hopes steps are taken toward a
resolution.
“We’re seeing organizational dif-
ferences and personality problems,”
Winkler said. “If people would just
recognize that we’re all in it togeth-
er and not assume the worst, then
we’d be better off.”
Committee
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back and start looking ahead.”
Lawmakers should stop giving
tax breaks to big corporations and
start focusing on other parts of the
economy like the service industry,
he said.
He also believes cleaning up the
Superfund sites, notably the
Milltown Dam site, will give an
extra lift to Montana’s economy.
“It might cost the state some
money initially, but in the long run
it will be worth it,” he said.
The money invested in cleaning
up the site will go toward paying
the Montanans who do the work,
Furey said.
There are not many young politi-
cians in the Legislature, but that
doesn’t scare Furey. He’s worked
for the Democratic Party before,
and, he notes, he’s a veteran of war
— two attributes he believes will
help him gain respect from his
future comrades in the House of
Representatives if he wins the elec-
tion.
Some of Furey’s colleagues
agree his youth will be an advan-
tage.
“I truly believe his age will be
his biggest asset,” said Rep. Jesse
Laslovich. “I think people are look-
ing for a new energy in a sense.
They are looking for people who
are energetic and ambitious.”
Laslovich, 23, is the representative
for House District 57.
Besides being wise beyond his
years, Furey says he’s a good com-
municator. Being able to communi-
cate with people is necessary for
any lawmaker, he said.
“Montana is a big state and there
are lots of different types of people
here,” he said. “I think I have the
ability to be able to communicate
and negotiate with all of those peo-
ple.”
He grew up in Missoula, where
he went to Hellgate High School.
Perhaps Furey learned to be a good
communicator to amuse himself
while he was younger because he
was raised without a TV. Instead of
watching TV, Furey became an
Eagle Scout at the age of 14. And
then there was the Army, where lis-
tening and communicating was
essential to survival.
“Being in the Army, you defi-
nitely learn patience,” he said. “I
might not think everything the
Army does is right, but I still have
to have the patience to follow
orders.”
But being in the Army has also
heightened Furey’s appreciation for
people’s diverse backgrounds and
opinions. Before he left for the
Middle East, hearing a muezzin’s
call was on the top of his to-do list.
He ended up hearing the Islamic
call to worship five times a day. To
some less culturally sensitive indi-
viduals, the repetitiveness of the
call might get annoying, but Furey
describes it nostalgically.
“Some people got angry when
they heard it because they thought
Islam was the reason we were over
there,” he said. “But it was a
Legislator
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The Montana Kaimin is 
currently looking for copy
editors and page designers.  
Please pick up 
applications is Journalism
206. Please include samples
of your work, if possible.
